We provide explicit expressions for quadrature rules on the space of C 1 cubic splines with non-uniform, symmetrically stretched knot sequences. The quadrature nodes and weights are derived via an explicit recursion that avoids an intervention of any numerical solver and the rule is optimal, that is, it requires minimal number of nodes. Numerical experiments validating the theoretical results and the error estimates of the quadrature rules are also presented.
Introduction
The problem of numerical quadrature has been of interest for decades due to its wide applicability in many fields spanning collocation methods [19] , integral equations [1] , finite elements methods [20] and most recently, isogeometric analysis [6] . Computationally, the integration of a function is an expensive procedure and quadrature turned out to be a cheap, robust and elegant alternative.
A quadrature rule, or shortly a quadrature, is said to be an m-point rule, if m evaluations of a function f are needed to approximate its weighted integral over an interval [a, b] 
where ω is a fixed non-negative weight function defined over [a, b] . Typically, the rule is required to be exact, that is, R m (f ) ≡ 0 for each element of a predefined linear function space L. In the case when L is the linear space of polynomials of degree at most 2m − 1, then the m-point Gaussian quadrature rule [9] provides the optimal rule that is exact for each element of L, i.e. m is the minimal number of nodes at which f has to be evaluated. The Gaussian nodes are the roots of the orthogonal polynomial π m where (π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π m , . . .) is the sequence of orthogonal polynomials with respect to the measure µ(x) = ω(x)dx. Typically, the nodes of the Gaussian quadrature rule are computed numerically using for example, the Golub-Welsh algorithm [10] , in the case the three-term recurrence relations for the orthogonal polynomials can be expressed.
In the case when L is a Chebyshev space of dimension 2m, Studden and Karlin proved the existence and uniqueness of optimal m-point generalized quadrature rules, which due to optimality are also called Gaussian, that are exact for each element of the space L [12] . The nodes and weights of the quadrature rule can be computed using numerical schemes based on Newton methods [13] .
In the case when L is a linear space of splines, a favourite alternative to polynomials due to their approximation superiority and the inherent locality property [5, 7, 8] , Micchelli and Pinkus [14] derived the optimal number of quadrature nodes. Moreover, the range of intervals, the knot sequence subintervals that contain at least one node, was specified. Their formula preserves the "double precision" of Gaussian rules for polynomials, that is, for a spline function with r (simple) knots, asymptotically, the number of nodes is [ r 2 ]. Whereas the optimal quadrature rule is unique in the polynomial case and the Chebyshev systems case, this is in general not true for splines. The computation of the nodes and weights of the optimal spline quadrature (Gaussian quadrature) is rather a challenging problem as the non-linear systems the nodes and weights satisfy depend on truncated power functions. The systems become algebraic only with the right guess of the knot intervals where the nodes lie.
Regarding the optimal quadrature rules for splines, the quadrature schemes differ depending on the mutual relation between the degree and continuity (d, c). For cases with lower continuity, a higher number of nodes is required for the optimal quadrature rule. Also, the choice of the domain can bring a significant simplification. Whereas an exact quadrature rule -when the weight function ω ≡ 1 in Eq. (1) -can be obtained by simply evaluating f at every second knot (midpoint) for uniform splines of even (odd) degree over a real line [11] , a closed interval is an obstacle, even for uniform splines, that can be resolved only by employing numerical solvers [2] .
Thus, the insightful proposition of Nikolov [17] , which yield optimal and explicit quadrature rules for (3, 1) uniform splines (with ω ≡ 1), is surprising. In Nikolov's scheme, a recursive relation between the neighboring nodes is derived and, since the resulting system is of cubical degree, a closed form formula is given to iteratively compute the nodes and weights.
In this paper, we generalize the quadrature rules of [17] for splines with certain non-uniform knot sequences, keeping the desired properties of explicitness, exactness and optimality. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic properties of (3, 1) splines and derive their Gaussian quadrature rules. In Section 3, the error estimates are given and Section 4 shows the numerical experiments. Finally, possible extensions of our method
Figure 1: Four consecutive knots x k−2 , . . . , x k+1 of a stretched knot sequence, each of multiplicity two. Four spline basis functions with non-zero support on [
are discussed in Section 5.
Gaussian quadrature formulae for C 1 cubic splines
In this section we recall few basic properties of (3, 1) splines and derive explicit formulae for computing quadrature nodes and weights for a particular family of knot sequences. Throughout the paper, π n denotes the linear space of polynomials of degree at most n and [a, b] is a non-trivial real compact interval.
C
1 cubic splines with symmetrically stretched knot sequences
We start with the definition of the particular knot sequences above which the spline spaces are built. Definition 2.1. A finite sequence X n = (a = x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n−1 , x n = b) of pairwise distinct real numbers in the interval [a, b] is said to be a symmetrically stretched knot sequence if the sequence is symmetric with respect to the midpoint of the interval [a, b] and such that
Denote by S n 3,1 the linear space of C 1 cubic splines over a symmetrically stretched knot sequence X n = (a = x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n = b)
The dimension of the space S n 3,1 is 2n + 2.
Remark 1. In the B-spline literature [5, 7, 8] , the knot sequence is usually written with knots' multiplicities. As in this paper the multiplicity is always two at every knot, we omit the classical notation and, throughout the paper, write X n without multiplicity, i.e. x k < x k+1 , k = 0, . . . , n − 1.
Similarly to [17] , we find it convenient to work with the non-normalized Bspline basis. To define the basis, we extend our knot sequence X n with two extra knots outside the interval [a, b] that we set to be
Note that the choice of x −1 and x n+1 is to get particular integrals in (6) that simplify expressions in Section 2.2. We emphasize that this setting does not affect the quadrature rule derived later in Theorem 2.1.
the basis of S n 3,1 where 
where I[f ] stands for the integral of f over the interval [a, b] . With the choice made in (4), we have
Using the standard definition of divided difference for multiple knots, explicit expressions for D 2k−1 (t) and D 2k (t) with t ∈ [x k−2 , x k ] are obtained as
where, setting
Similarly, we obtain
where
The stretching property of the knot sequence,
, all its control points (red) have non-negative y−coordinates.
That is, D 2k−1 and D 2k , are expressed by three parameters x k−2 , x k−1 and x k , due to the fact that [x k−2 , x k ] is the maximal interval where both have a non-zero support, see Fig. 1 . Moreover, we have the following:
Proof. Over the interval (x k−2 , x k−1 ), the function Q = D 2k−1 − D 2k is a single cubic polynomial. Therefore, it can be expressed in terms of Bernstein basis and can be viewed as a Bézier curve on (x k−2 , x k−1 ), see Fig. 2 ,
Straightforward computations of the control points (q
Therefore, according to (2), the control points are nonnegative, with the third control point q 2 strictly positive. Therefore, Q can only vanish at x k−2 and x k−1 and is strictly positive over (x k−2 , x k−1 ).
Gaussian quadrature formulae
In this section, we derive a quadrature rule for the family S n 3,1 , see (3), and show it meets the three desired criteria, that is, the rule is optimal, exact and explicit. With respect to exactness, according to [14, 15] there exists a quadrature rule
that is exact for every function f from the space S n 3,1 . The explicitness and optimality follow from the construction.
contains at least one node of the Gaussian quadrature rule (7).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the index of the segment I k . There must be a node of the Gaussian quadrature rule in the interval I 1 , otherwise, using the exactness of the quadrature rule for D 1 , we obtain I(D 1 ) = 0 which contradicts equalities (6) . Now, let us assume that every segment I l contains -one or several -Gaussian nodes for l = 1, 2, ..., k − 1. If the interval I k has no Gaussian nodes, then using Lemma 2.1, we arrive to the following contradiction
Corollary 1. If n is an even integer, then each of the intervals I k = (x k−1 , x k ) (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) contains exactly one Gaussian node and the middle x n/2 = (a + b)/2 of the interval [a, b] is also a Gaussian node. If n is odd then each of the intervals I k = (x k−1 , x k ) (k = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = (n + 1)/2) contain exactly one Gaussian node, while the interval I (n+1)/2 contains two Gaussian nodes, positioned symmetrically with respect to (a + b)/2.
Proof. If n is an even number then by symmetry, we obtain at least one Gaussian node in each interval I k for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. If one of the intervals I k has more than one node then by symmetry, we get more than n + 2 nodes for the quadrature, contradicting our quadrature rule (7) . Moreover, by virtue of symmetry, the last missing Gaussian node is forced to be the middle of the interval. Now, if n is an odd integer, then by symmetry, each of the intervals I k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n contains at least one Gaussian node. Let us assume that the middle interval I (n+1)/2 contains exactly one node, then at least one of the remaining intervals contains two nodes. By symmetry, the number of nodes will be at least (n + 2), contradicting our quadrature rule (7). Therefore, the middle interval I (n+1)/2 contains exactly two nodes while each of the remaining intervals contain exactly one Gaussian node of the quadrature rule (7).
Throughout the rest of this work, we use the following notation: For k = 1, 2, . . . , [n/2] + 1, we set
The explicit representation of the B-spline basis D i gives
We are ready now to proceed with the recursive algorithm which starts at the domain's first subinterval [x 0 , x 1 ] by computing the first node and weight, and sequentially parses the subintervals towards the domain's midpoint, giving explicit formulae for the remaining unknowns τ i , ω i , i = 2, . . . , [n/2] + 1. There is, according to Corollary 1, a unique Gaussian node in the interval (x 0 , x 1 ). This node is obtained by solving the system
leading to the unique solution for θ 1 and ω 1 to be expressed as
The remaining nodes and weights are computed in turn explicitly using the recipe formalized as follows:
Theorem 2.1. The sequence of nodes and weights of the Gaussian quadrature rule (7) are given explicitly as θ 1 = 
If n is even (n = 2m) then τ m+1 = x m = (a + b)/2 and
If n is odd (n = 2m − 1) then θ m is the greater root in (0, x m − x m−1 ) of the cubic equation
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. We assume θ l , ω l known for l = 1, 2, . . . , k ( k ≤ [n/2] − 2). Using (9) 
Eliminating ω k+1 leads to the recurrence relations (10). If n is even (n = 2m), then by Corollary 1 we have τ m+1 = (a + b)/2. To compute the associated weight ω m+1 , we take into account the symmetry, which gives ω m = ω m+2 and D 2m+1 (τ m+2 ) = D 2m+2 (τ m ), and solve
Using (9), we obtain (11). If n is odd (n = 2m−1), then according to Corollary 1 the two nodes τ m and τ m+1 belong to the interval (x m−1 , x m ). Due to the symmetry, we have ω m = ω m+1 and τ m+1 = (a + b) − τ m and
Using Solving the above system for θ m and ω m proves the theorem.
Error estimation for the C 1 cubic splines quadrature rule
In the previous section, we have derived a quadrature rule that exactly integrates functions from S n 3,1 . If f is not an element of S n 3,1 , the rule produces a certain error, also called remainder, and the analysis of this error is the objective of this section.
Let W r 1 = {f ∈ C r−1 [a, b]; f (r−1) abs. cont., ||f || L1 < ∞}. As the quadrature rule (7) is exact for polynomials of degree at most three, for any element
where the Peano kernel [9] is given by
An explicit representation for the Peano kernel over the interval [a, b] in terms of the weights and nodes of the quadrature rule (7) is given by
Moreover, according to a general result for monosplines and quadrature rules [14] , the only zeros of the Peano kernel over (a, b) are the double knots of the cubic spline, see Section 4 in particular Fig. 5 for an illustration. Therefore, for any t ∈ (a, b), K 4 (R n+1 ; t) ≥ 0 and, by the mean value theorem, there exists a real number ξ ∈ [a, b] such that
Hence, the constant c n+1,4 of the remainder R n+1 is always positive and our quadrature rule belongs to the family of positive definite quadratures of order 4, e.g., see [16] [17] [18] . To compute the constant c n+1,4 , we can follow the approach of [17] by expressing the exactness of our quadrature rule for the truncated powers (x k − t) 2 + , (x k − t) 3 + ; k = 0, 1, ..., n. As the symmetric stretched knot sequences satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 in [17] , the proof applies straightforwardly to our non-uniform setting, and the constant of the remainder is expressed as Theorem 3.1. The error constant c n+1,4 of the quadrature rule (7) is given by c n+1,4 = 1 720
Numerical Experiments
We applied the quadrature rule to various symmetrically stretched knot sequences; the nodes and weights computed by our formulae are summarized in Table 1 . Even though the space of admissible stretched knot sequences is infinite dimensional, for the sake simplicity, the proposed quadrature rule was tested on those that are determined by the fewest possible number of parameters.
One such a prominent symmetrically stretched knot sequence stems from Chebyshev polynomials [9] , where its degree N determines the roots which can be written as Fig. 3 . Similarly, Legendre polynomials [21] satisfy the requirement that their roots form a symmetrically stretched sequence. In order to have a qualitative comparison of the weights for Chebyshev and Legendre knot sequences, and also for the comparison of their Peano kernels, see Fig. 5 , the roots of Chebyshev polynomial were mapped to the unit domain.
Another family of symmetrically stretched knot sequences are those where the lengths of two neighboring knots form a geometric sequence, i.e. the stretching ratio q is constant, see Fig. 4 . Obviously, the quadrature rule of Nikolov [17] is a special case for q = 1. In some applications such as solving the 1D heat equation [22] or simulating turbulent flows in 3D [3, 4] , where the finer and finer subdivisions closer to the domain boundary are needed, the uniform rule would eventually require large number of knots whilst setting a proper non-uniform knot sequence could reduce the number of evaluations significantly. The Peano kernels of geometric knot sequences considered as a function of the stretching ratio q are shown in Fig. 6 . It is not surprising, rather an expected result that the error constant c n+1,4 looks favorably for the uniform knot sequence as the uniform layout is a certain equilibrium, that is, a minimizer of the first term on Table 1 : Nodes and weights for particular knot sequences. N denotes the number of internal knots. All the knots and weights are normalized on unit interval and, due to the symmetry, only first [ the left side in (14) . We emphasize that these three types of non-uniform knot sequences are particular examples, one can use any knot sequence satisfying Def. 2.1 that is suitable for a concrete application. In all the numerical examples shown in the paper, we observed a similar phenomenon as in [17] , namely that the weights are monotonically increasing when coming from the side to the middle of the interval, see Table 1 . However, the proof for non-uniform knot sequences turned out to be rather difficult and we content ourselves here to formulate it as an open problem, namely the quadrature nodes and weights computed in Theorem 2.1, satisfy the inequalities
Conclusion and future work
We have derived a quadrature rule for spaces of C 1 cubic splines with symmetrically stretched knot sequences. The rule possesses three crucial properties: We can exactly integrate the functions from the space of interest; the rule requires minimal number of evaluations; and the rule is defined in closed form, that is, we give explicit formulae without need of any numerical algorithm. To the best knowledge of the authors, the result is the first of the kind that handles non-uniform knot sequences explicitly and, even though the symmetrical stretching seems to be relatively restrictive, we believe that the infinite dimensional space of possible knot sequences where the rule applies makes it a useful tool in many engineering applications.
Moreover, our quadrature rule is still exact, even though not optimal, for C 2 cubic splines. Due to its explicitness, it can also be freely used in various applications instead of (3, 2) splines quadrature rules, for which the explicit formulae are not known. In the future, we intent to derive quadrature rules for other spline spaces, while aiming at particular engineering application.
